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Contact data of the manager

Ms. Shubina Olga, Ph.D
Head of the Theory and Practice of the English language and Intercultural Communication Department
E-mail address: shubina.olga7@mail.ru
Address: Chui Av., 44, 720000, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, Central Asia
Telephone 1 + 996 (312) 43 44 12
Fax +996 (312) 68 00 22
Summary of relevant skills and experience of the manager

- **Administrative experience:**
  - works as Head of the Theory and Practice of the English language and Intercultural Communication Department in Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University (2002 – to present) (Staff and Academic process management, Making Analytical documents, Seminars and Conferences arrangement, Scientific Tutoring of Post-Graduates)

- **Educational standards and Curriculum Development Experience:** as a member of State Linguistic Committee develops Standards and Corricula for Kyrgyzstan State Educational Institutions of Higher Professional Education, checks out other teaching materials submitted for Ministry’s of Education approvalment (2002 –to present)

- **Has extensive English Language Teaching Experience:** Theory and Practice of English (in Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University (1996 – to present), Intermediate and Advanced English (Courses for school-leavers) (1996 – to present)

- **Interpreting and Translating Experience:** worked as Interpreter in Grichting & Valteio Co. (Switzerland) (1996 – 2004) English for Specific purposes

- **Methodological and Scientific Materials Reviewing Experience:** Expert in Linguistics of Herald of KRSU
Aims and activities

Since its establishment, the university has been cooperating with the Yeltsin Foundation that remains a trusted partner up to the present day. The foundation has been providing financial support to the university such as grants for 50 best students, provision with modern learning equipments as well as financial support with the Internet access of the whole university. In addition, the Yeltsin Foundation has supported various schools and university based academic competitions of Russian Language, international research and practice conferences on maintaining positive integrated learning environment within the CIS countries.

In 2004 by the decree of the President of the Kyrgyz Republic, as an expression of appreciation and respect for enormous support and encouragement in founding the Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University, the university was given a name of the First President of Russian Federation Boris Nikolayevich Yeltsin.
Mission

Imparting the best knowledge on humanitarian, economic, legal, natural and technical fronts as well as introducing the best technical and scientific capabilities of both the countries of Kyrgyzstan and Russia is the main mission of the Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University.

The University’s main ambition is to help students strive successfully in the competitive world through the following university objective features:

- High quality teaching and research
- Modern laboratories
- Training and Organization
- Computer technology
- Specialized laboratories
- Global Network Internet

The high quality of teaching and learning resources and the advanced research and training facilities have set the Kyrgyz Russian Slavic University apart.
University nowadays

Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University has 8 faculties containing a total of 80 academic departments, 6 research centers, 15 scientific and educational centers, 4 laboratories, a law center, a medical center, and 25 institutes of students’ aesthetic education.

The university is highly proud with its 1973 distinguished and dedicated academic and research staff (out of them 106 with Doctorate and 353 with PhD degrees) and a total number of more than 11000 students, including more than 780 foreign students from near and far abroad countries, and about 450 postgraduate and doctoral candidates.
Academic Process
Academic programs of study offered at the Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University correspond to advanced standards for higher education of both the Russian Federation and the Kyrgyz Republic aimed at training highly-skilled professionals, able to work successfully in the CIS and abroad. Academic plans are approved and accredited by the Ministry of Education and Science of the Kyrgyz Republic.

Along with traditional Specialist Degree programs (5 years), the university offers Bachelor's Degree (4 years) and Master's Degree (2 years) programs as well as postgraduate (Candidate of Science) and doctoral (Doctor of Science) degree programs. The medium of instruction at KRSU is Russian. It is also noteworthy that the KRSU graduates get diplomas of two states - the Russian Federation and the Kyrgyz Republic.
The Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University recognizes research and research-led teaching as primary responsibilities of its academic staff, and places great value on fostering, publishing and disseminating research of the highest international quality. Research topics being investigated at the university are very diverse and include economics, engineering, law, political science, medical science, international relations, architecture and others.

During the years of its existence, the university has brought up a pleiad of eminent scientists and scholars in natural, engineering, medical-biological, socio-economic and humanitarian sciences. This is evidenced in the large range of Doctorate and PhD dissertations defended as well as publications and books produced each year. Many research articles are published in refereed journals which are produced annually and published internationally. Awards and distinctions are also regularly achieved by the academic-research staff of the university. Postgraduate students (PhD and Doctoral) also make significant contributions to the Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University’s research activities while studying for higher degrees.
The Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University has always been committed to international exchange and cooperation. At present, the university has established cooperative ties with the following universities and research institutes of Europe, Asia and America:

- The Moscow State University named after M.V. Lomonosov (Russia)
- The Moscow State Technical University named after N.E. Bauman (Russia)
- The Diplomatic Academy under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russia (Russia)
- The Moscow State Institute of Foreign Relations (Russia)
- The Russian Academy of Economics named after Plekhanov (Russia)
- The Russian State Humanities University (Russia)
- The Scientific-Research Institutes of Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia)
- The National Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic (Kyrgyz Republic)
- The Westminster University (UK)
- The Athens National Technical University (Greece)
- The Eindhoven Technical University (the Netherlands)
- The Lanzhou University (PRC)
- The Kwangju Ecological College (Republic of Korea)
- The Plymouth University (UK)
- The Newcastle University (UK)
- The Göteborg University (Sweden)
The Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University is a member of:

✓ The International Academy of Sciences of Higher Education
✓ The International Academy of Informatization
✓ The Association of CIS International Relations Schools
✓ The International Association of Teachers of Russian Language and Literature
✓ The Association of Russian- National Slavic Universities in the CIS
✓ The SCO Network University

During 2008-2011, more than 200 academic staff and students have undergone internship and/or exchange studies programmes at universities of Germany, UK, USA, Italy, etc. KRSU is also home to over 100 international students from Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Republic of Belarus, India, Pakistan, Israel, China, South Korea, etc., who study and contribute to the social and academic life on campus. Along with talented Kyrgyz faculty members, courses are taught by foreign faculty members from the US, Europe and Asia.
## Projects with financial support from the Tempus Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Reference number</th>
<th>Beneficiary Organisation</th>
<th>Title of the Project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| TEMPUS  | 158677-TEMPUS-1-2009-1DE-TEMPUS-JPCR | Kyrgyzstan State Technical University  
Kyrrgyz-Russian Slavic University  
Technical University of technologies  
Tashkent University of informational technologies  
Bukhara Technological Institute of food and light industry | Higher Education Initiative for Informatics in Central Asia |
Our Staff’s training experience

- **Communicative Methodology of TEFL**
  The course introduces the participants to the basic principles of teaching English in a communicative way. It covers a wide range of topics including classroom management, teaching the four skills, vocabulary, and grammar.

- **Introduction to Academic Writing**
  The course raises the participants’ awareness of the style, form and organizational structure of academic writing in English; through analyzing the various stages of the writing process, it helps the participants improve the quality of their essays.

- **Integrated Academic English Skills**
  The course helps the participants improve their own academic English skills (academic reading, academic listening, academic writing, vocabulary, and speaking).

- **Methodology of Teaching English for Academic Purposes**
  The course provides insights into the components of EAP. It examines the processes involved in teaching academic skills.
• High reputation in the educational sector of Kyrgyzstan;
• Highly-qualified teachers with experience of teaching EAP and ESP;
• Experience of using ICT to teach English;
• Enthusiastic teachers who like challenges.
THANK YOU!!